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Wendell Berry Speaks, Bioneers Invite &
Deborah Madison is on Deck!

Greetings!

Flipping the Table’s New Imhoff Archives Series 
Episode 1

Dan Imhoff interviews writer, poet
and farmer Wendell Berry. His
thinking and writing have
influenced farmers, food
movement activists and leaders
for 50 years. The topics, themes
and challenges they discuss are
as salient today as in 2010 when
they had this conversation.
(Photo credit: Guy Mendes)

Special Opportunity for the ROC Community



The Bioneers 2020 Conference is themed “Beyond the Great Unraveling:
Weaving the World Anew.” This year’s conference is going virtual over the first
two weekends in December and boasts a very strong and dynamic lineup of
speakers and panels focused on food and agriculture issues. Examples
include: 

Three Pillars for 21st Century Food Security: Regenerative Agriculture,
Local Food and New Farmers
Leah Penniman - Farming While Black: Uprooting Racism and Seeding
Sovereignty
BIPOC Leaders Share Food Sovereignty Strategies

The Bioneers 2020 Conference also features compelling environmental and
social justice panels that the Roots of Change community will find of great
interest. 

We are grateful that Bioneers is offering the ROC community a 20 percent
discount on an already very reasonable price in this difficult year. If anyone
has ever considered attending a Bioneers Conference, this is a really good
year to check it out! See the super brief and dynamic promo video!

Register at this link
ROC Discount Code: jlcu3c 

Our Next Episode:
My Conversation with Deborah Madison

Cookbook author, vegetable
lover, local food advocate and
former Buddhist monk, Deborah
has just published her
memoir, An Onion In My
Pocket: My Life With
Vegetables. It is receiving great
reviews. With a childhood in
California’s Central Valley, 20
years of daily Zen meditation,
founding of the world-renown
Greens restaurant in San



Francisco, and a writing career that has so far rendered 15 books, Deborah
lives an amazing life. Join me in exploring it with her. (Photo credit: Laurie Smith)

Thank you!

Michael Reid Dimock
Host of Flipping the Table
Sponsored by Roots of Change and
the Public Health Institute
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